MANAGE YOUR FUTURES
TRADES GLOBALLY WITH
REFINITIV™ REDI® EMS
Futures Trading

With the powerful multi-asset capabilities of Refinitiv™ REDI® EMS, users can trade futures
products globally through multiple brokers. The platform’s robust, intuitive features allow you
to trade outrights, spreads and options on futures across major futures markets worldwide.
Multi-broker
Access the desks and low-touch tools of nearly every major
global broker to trade spreads, outrights and options on
futures worldwide.

Next expiration logic
Quickly roll forward or back a product’s expiration date by
a specified number of days with one click. Users can also link
products by next expiration.

Auto expire
Set expired contracts to be automatically removed from the
Quote Monitor or dynamically roll contracts forward to the
next expiration date.

Advanced trading tools
Use the REDI EMS Price Ladder (pictured) to visualize depth
of market and trading volume, as well as:
• Rapidly buy and sell at your desired price point by clicking
directly on that price
• View volume-weighted average price (VWAP), total volume
per price point and depth of market, all from one window
• Use REDI EMS HotKeys to quickly route your order to your
desired destination
• Quickly link any futures product to the Price Ladder with
REDI EMS global futures coverage
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Key features
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1. The Quote Monitor allows you to create custom groupings
and signals for a list of products, which can highlight intraday
changes on parameters. In this instance, there is a custom
signal configured to show products that are trading higher
than their daily high in green.
2. The Spread Matrix displays market prices, implied prices
and the combined quantity at given price points, enabling
you to spot opportunities in the outright markets versus the
listed spreads. When the market has additional quantity
(implied quantity) in the outright markets, the contract will
display in white for quick visualization.
3. You can link windows by both product and next expiration.
Here, the ESZ4-H5 contract is driving the population of the
ESH5-M5 contract.
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4. Large Buy/Sell buttons allow users to see the spread logic for
an exchange-listed spread. In this example, the E-Mini spread
has logic to sell the near expiration and buy the far expiration
when a user buys the spread.
5. The Order tab visualizes all orders on REDI EMS, allowing you
to monitor your fills, cancel orders and view rejections, all from
the same tab. Users can also add custom fields to this view.
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6. Montage II provides the depth of book, recent fills, volume,
VWAP and your open orders, all from a single window. Users
have the ability to quickly trade at any of the displayed price
levels simply by clicking on the Bid or Ask Action column.
7. REDI EMS was developed with a focus on speed and usability.
HotKeys can be configured to automatically route orders to your
desired broker destination, with or without all the algo parameters
prepopulated. The Quantity buttons also help you to quickly add
or remove the listed quantities to/from your order before sending
it to the market.
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